
Targeted Integrated Winning Partnered

Forceful Unified Intelligent

Strategic Business Solutions For Fast Companies SM

2B
2B Worldwide TM

"FAST COMPANIES reinvent our business world – through innovative thinking,

visionary leadership, and passion that embraces real purpose, they challenge the

standards and mold our future by advancing the ways businesses think and

work. For 'FAST COMPANIES,' limitations are not boundaries, they are opportunities.

These are the kinds of companies we work and partner with."

Brett Malden - President & CEO, 2B Worldwide
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C O N T E N T S

Introduction It all begins with on-target thinking

2B WorldwideTM Overview A unique force for business

SERVICES: 

Introduction Innovating the new competitive edge for businessSM

Operational Dynamics Building more unified, responsive organizations

Communications Architecture Winning and keeping customers

Intelligence Management Making more intelligent decisions, faster

U.S. “Market Partner” Entering, expanding, and prospering in the U.S. marketplace

Small Business Development Big thinking for small, growth-oriented companies

Methodology Managing a clear path of development

Corporate Experience You’re in good company

Executive Team Experienced leadership and teamwork

Board of Advisors Extending our strategic vision

Contact Get to know us

Directions Coming from:  North / West / South
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We know what your business wants

To grow and profit “faster,” with greater efficiency, and well ahead

of your competition.

We know what matters

As competition drives progressive change, it’s not a matter of “if,”

but “how well” companies integrate their core business components

that will define superior success against the mere survivors in

tomorrow’s corporate landscape.

2B Worldwide is a pioneer and guiding force in this environment,

helping clients grow and prosper through the new competitive

advantage of Business Component Integration (BCI
TM

) – the strategic

advancement and seamless integration of operations, marketing,

and technology.

We know how to get you there

Through BCI, 2B Worldwide helps clients innovate the new results

that lead to increased profits and greater shareholder value. We do this

by addressing the fundamental equation of business:
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Service / product quality and performance

Customer satisfaction

ROI



2B WorldwideTM

2B Worldwide is a strategic solutions provider helping “Fast Companies”

achieve superior performance through Business Component Integration (BCI).

Our approach to helping clients grow and prosper is unique in that we view

business issues from multiple perspectives, addressing people, organization,

processes, communications, and information technology as a singular

business equation. In doing so, we enable clients to go beyond

incremental change to breakthrough performance.

By consolidating services previously delivered by three or more consulting

and service firms, 2B Worldwide provides clients:

• More streamlined working relations

• Faster, easier, and more accurate exchange of information

• Greater simplicity and efficiency during project development

• More cohesive, impactful solutions

• Greater results with less time, HR, and capital investments

• A comprehensive, yet flexible menu of services

Understanding that every business is different, 2B Worldwide offers it’s

BCI services in the matrix best suited to address individual client needs

and challenges. 
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A unique force for business.
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Business Component Integration — BCI TM

Relevant to organizations of any size, start-up or established, domestic

or global, BCI enables 2B Worldwide clients to realize:

• More cost efficient and productive operating models

• Increased sales and market share

• More profitable and loyal customer and investor relationships

• Improved use of intelligence assets to make better decisions, “faster”

Because BCI connects business components like synchronized gears,

improvements in any one area, serve to benefit all connected components.

The result: compounding performance gains realized enterprise-wide.

2B Worldwide Service Areas

2B Worldwide responds to the objectives of growth-oriented, profit driven

companies through a flexible matrix of BCI services including:

• Operational Dynamics

• Communications Architecture

• Intelligence Management

For companies abroad, 2B Worldwide serves as a U.S. “Market Partner”

providing services tailored to facilitate U.S. entry and expansion.

Our Small Business Development program provides packaged, flat fee

services designed specifically to serve the requirements of small,

growth-oriented companies.
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Innovating the new competitive edge for business.
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Operational Dynamics

Business growth and prosperity now require more than specialized skills in

isolated departments. They require organizations with component areas that

are highly connected, adaptive, able to create and then seize upon internal

as well as external opportunities with blinding yet deliberate speed.

2B Worldwide helps clients build such organizations, from the ground up,

or by redesign. We do so by viewing client objectives from multiple perspec-

tives. Then applying our skills to help develop more unified and responsive

enterprise solutions. Our Operational Dynamics services address the

following business segments

2B Worldwide leverages advancements in operations with improvements

in communications and technology to help companies achieve

high-performance results.
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Building more unified, responsive organizations.
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FEASIBILITY

• Market size & potential

• Cost / benefit analysis

• ORG (opportunity-risk-gain) 

• Budgeting & scheduling

• Funding requirements

• Contingencies

ORGANIZATION
& INFRASTRUCTURE

• Real-estate

• Facility planning
– size, location, design,
equipment & processes

• Management & control
systems

STRATEGIC & TACTICAL
OPERATIONS

• Style & approach

• Culture & philosophy 

• Business planning

• Products, services & distribution

• Growth, expansion, merger
& acquisition planning

• Employee training

• Product quality & customer
satisfaction focus

• Exit strategies

LEGAL, FINANCE
& INVESTOR RELATIONS

• Corporate structure

• Government compliance
(FDA / SEC / EPA / DNRC, etc.)

• Tax consulting & planning

• Patents, trademarks & copyrights

• Accounting & budget controls

• Banking relationships

• Fund sourcing
– private, institutional,
venture capital & IPO’s

RESOURCES

• Staffing & recruitment

• Training & empowerment
seminars

• Polices & procedures

• Outsourcing options

• Strategic partnership
& alliance development



Communications Architecture

With greater choices and shorter attention spans, consumers are

more selective and less loyal than ever before. Given this fact, how will

your company stand out, connect with, and then keep new and

existing customers?

2B Worldwide’s Communications Architecture services provide the answer

through these four related skill sets:

Through this combination of disciplines, we create and execute strong,

brand-building solutions, delivering unified campaigns that leverage all

effective media vehicles. In effect, helping clients increase sales and

market share, develop more profitable and loyal customer relationships,

and strengthen investor bonds.

While 2B Worldwide’s Communications Architecture services are available

on their own, it's our ability to integrate this service area with our other

BCI services that enables clients to measurably increase their

competitive margins.
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Winning and keeping customers.
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MARKETING

• Market research & analysis

• Focus groups

• SWOT

• “Internet” marketing

• 4P’s
– product, price, promotion,  
place

• Brand management

• Budgeting

• Business development

DESIGN

• Brand / Identity
– research, image development,
tag lines, focus groups &
application programs

• Communications collaterals
– web site, brochures,
catalogues, product sheets,
newsletters, press kits, POP,
interactive & ephemera

• Annual reports

• Architectural applications

• Product & packaging

• New media integration

ADVERTISING

• Strategies & concepts

• Media planning & buying

• Multimedia, commercials
& collateral campaigns
– print, electronic, broadcast,
outdoor, direct mail,
telemarketing & new media

PUBLIC RELATIONS

• Strategies

• Research

• Interviews

• Press / Broadcast

• Media monitoring

• Event / Conference planning
& production

• Special promotions management

• Crisis management



Intelligence Management

All the information in the world will not allow your company to compete

unless your people can use it to make more intelligent decisions,“faster.”

2B Worldwide addresses this core business issue by integrating IT specialists

with seasoned operations and communications professionals. Through

this multi-dimensional approach, we help develop IT solutions that allow

clients to fully leverage their valued intelligence assets – improving all

aspects of operations and enabling both new enterprise opportunities

and capabilities. Our Intelligence Management services address these

key technology subgroups:

Within 2B Worldwide’s matrix of BCI services, Intelligence Management

is the one that brings people, organizations, processes, and information

assets together enabling clients to realize the maximum value

from their intelligence and IT investments.
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Making more intelligent decisions,“faster.”
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

• Core business analysis

• IT opportunity prioritization 

• IT governance &
cost optimization

• Long term planning

• ROI maximization

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT (CRM)

• Lead management systems

• Response management
systems 

• Customer history

• Accounts management

• Sales force automation

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

• Workflow automation

• User collaboration with messaging

• Groupware systems
– Lotus Notes & Novell Groupwise

• Groupware applications
– InnSpector & Workflow Manager

E-BUSINESS

• Supply chain management

• Data warehousing & OLAP

• Procurement systems

• E-Commerce solutions

• Web authoring & hosting

EDUCATION / TRAINING
& TECHNICAL SUPPORT

• Enterprise rollout engineering

• Business application training

• Virtual classrooms

• WAN / LAN



U.S. “Market Partner”

Unfamiliar territories offer hidden challenges that can quickly weaken

the strongest of companies. This is particularly true for businesses outside

the U.S. seeking access to one of the world’s largest consumer markets.

This is why, in addition to our BCI Services, 2B Worldwide also specializes

in serving as a U.S. “Market Partner,” facilitating client entry and

expansion in the U.S.

With a multi-cultural staff, we provide our global clients with the

understanding essential to making cultural diversity a business asset.

Through our experienced business leadership in the U.S., we provide the

strategic market insights and ideal business practice applications that enable

clients to perform on a world-class level. As a U.S. “Market Partner,”

2B Worldwide assists companies abroad in:

In addition to providing a dynamic working environment, our Miami

location serves as an ideal geographic hub for European, Latin American

and Caribbean companies. 2B Worldwide professionals speak English,

French, German, Italian, and Spanish with the capability to rapidly

and accurately translate any written language.
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Entering, expanding and prospering in the U.S. marketplace.
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FEASIBILITY OF ENTRY
/ EXPANSION

• Market size & potential determination

• Preliminary business planning

• Cost / Benefit analysis

• Funding requirements determination

• Budgeting & scheduling

• Contingency plans & exit strategies

RESOURCE & RELATIONS
DEVELOPMENT

• Industry introductions

• Resource evaluations

• Strategic alliance / Partnership
/ Cooperative development

• Recruitment

• Employee training & empowerment 

• Policies & procedures

GOVERNMENT / LEGAL
REQUIREMENTS & FULFILLMENT

• Corporate structure

• Government compliance
– FDA, SEC, EPA, DNRC, etc.

• Immigration & naturalization

• Patents, trademarks & copyrights

FINANCE & TAX PLANNING

• Banking recommendations

• Fund sourcing
– private, institutional,
venture capital & IPO’s

• Strategic tax structuring

• Integration of accounting systems
and budget controls with existing
enterprise systems and platforms



Small Business Development

Realizing the value and potential of the entrepreneurial spirit in molding

and shaping our world, 2B Worldwide invests substantial time, human

resources and intellectual assets into answering the development goals of

small business. We serve this commitment through a menu of progressive

development services designed specifically to meet the time-sensitive

advancement needs that small, growth-oriented companies have.

Organized as a "packaged suite," our small business development services

provide client companies the flexibility to meet critical objectives with the

right program or group. To answer the need for speed, our pre-defined

deliverables and flat fees simplify decision-making, and accelerate progress.

2B Worldwide’s Small Business Development Programs:
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Big thinking for small, growth-oriented companies.
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“Compass” 

Guide your business to
greater profitability

7-10 hours. Includes one phone

interview or optional site visit

(travel extra) and written report

with general recommendations

for improvement.

Answers the question… ”Where

are we at now?”

“Insight” 

Tap into unseen
corporate strengths and
greater cost efficiencies

15-20 hours. Includes detailed

audit -“report card” - of opera-

tions, marketing communica-

tions and intelligence asset

management relative to industry

competition and potential.

Answers the question… “What

direction is best for us?”

“Focus”

Evaluate and unify core
marketing components
for increased ROI

25-30 hours. Includes research

and analysis of product, price, pro-

motion place, resulting in strategic

and tactical improvement recom-

mendations and projected ROI.

Answers the question… “What

business metrics have the greatest

impact on our growth and

expansion plans?”

“Ascend”

Lead the way to new markets 
and revenue streams

40-50 hours. Includes identifica-

tion and description of 2-3 new

product and/or service concepts

that leverage current business

model and core capabilities while

targeting most profitable market

voids concluding with a detailed

ROI / ORG (opportunity, risk, gain)

analysis on one selected option.

Answers the question… ”What

opportunities are we missing and

how profitable are they?” 

“Omniworks”

Launch and/or grow
your enterprise with a
solid foundation and a clear,
strategic vision

80-100 hours. Includes detailed

business and marketing plan for

presentation purposes or for inter-

nal management controls and guid-

ance. Program focuses on growth

and expansion providing financial

statements and projections, budg-

ets, implementation plans and

deliverable schedules.

Answers the question…

”How do we get there?”



2B Worldwide’s on-track methodology

By combining left-brain logic and analysis with right-brain creativity and

intuition, we have developed a powerful, “whole brain” methodology

that enables us to answer client needs with thought-to-finish solutions

that deliver immediate and lasting value.

2B Worldwide’s four-stage management process follows:
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Managing a clear path of development.
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1
2

3
4

Intelligence

Interpretation

Implementation

Innovation

1. Intelligence

Fact-based “intelligence” exists as the foundation of business success.

2B Worldwide serves client needs in this area through the discovery and

analysis process which includes defining relevant data, then gathering,

organizing, and assimilating it into a strategic, guiding mass.

3. Implementation

Through “implementation,” 2B Worldwide produces and delivers integrated tactical

solutions. This includes the concepts, materials, products, events, and support

solutions clients need to realize breakthrough performance.

2. Interpretation

Intelligence applies directly to the

strategic development process we call

“interpretation.” Here, we develop

client opportunities and related access

strategies through the matrix of

2B Worldwide services that are

best suited to achieving client goals.

4. Innovation

“Innovation” helps clients evolve

and further improve their applied

BCI solutions for maximum

performance and returns.



Leveraging a wealth of knowledge and experience

From operations development, to marketing and the application

of leading edge information technologies, 2B Worldwide’s team has

successfully applied their skills and talents to a wide range of organizations

throughout the world. Here are some of the many companies we

have served.
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You’re in good company.
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All names and logos shown are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.

2B Worldwide disclaims any rights in such names and logos.

2B WORLDWIDE

SECTOR EXPERIENCE:

CONSTRUCTION

ENTERTAINMENT

FASHION & DESIGN

FINANCIAL SERVICES

FOOD & BEVERAGE

HOSPITALITY

LIFE SCIENCES

MANUFACTURING

MEDIA

REAL ESTATE

RETAIL

TRANSPORTATION

UTILITIES



Equipped to perform

2B Worldwide’s executive team is comprised of accomplished industry

professionals with diverse, yet highly complementary skills. As former

officers and directors of leading international corporations, we work

with a deep understanding of the problems our clients face every day,

and, with an innovative vision that brings the full power of our

real-world experience to bear.

As a multi-dimensional team, we approach client challenges from a

highly observational position. One that enables us to quickly perceive

and address client issues with broad ranging, integrated skills.

Real collaboration, from our perspective, is about personalities and

relationships that work with a common vision. It’s about confidence and

trust, and interaction that motivates and inspires. Yes, we are unique in

what we do. But we are more unique in the passion and dedication that

we share with our contractors, alliance partners, and clients. We are

an exceptional company then, not just because of what we do,

but because of all who do it!
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Experienced leadership and teamwork.
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2B Worldwide is Brett's vision in practice. Beginning with Motorola,

his professional career includes engagements with highly recognized

multi-billion dollar international companies. With his background, Brett

brings a wealth of leadership and competitive business experience to

2B clients. This, in concert with his dynamic intellectual perspectives,

drives 2B as the innovative pioneer in the field of Business Component

Integration (BCI). As President & CEO, he plays a hands-on role,

providing direction for 2B while personally engaging in the

development and application of leading edge client solutions.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE:

ARUBA MINISTRY OF TOURISM

BUENA VISTA PICTURES

CENTEX-ROONEY

HILTON HOTELS

MANDALAY BAY RESORT

MARRIOTT CORP

MOTOROLA

QUICKSILVER

ROYAL CARIBBEAN CRUISE LINES

SANDOZ PHARMACEUTICALS

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

WALT DISNEY WORLD

WCI DEVELOPMENT
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Throughout Bill’s long and distinguished professional career, beginning

with Price Waterhouse in 1960, he has successfully addressed diverse

corporate challenges for both national and international companies.

His experience in developing sophisticated operating models, strategic

planning and budgeting, restructuring, downsizing, mergers, acquisi-

tions, and financing – now applied to his role a 2B Worldwide’s

Operational Dynamics Director – provides a wealth of strategic and

tactical knowledge to our growth-oriented, profit-driven clients.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE:

PRICE WATERHOUSE COOPERS

WASHINGTON POST

HARTZ MOUNTAIN

ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING
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Karl has over twenty-five years of strategic communications experience.

His award winning career in the fields of publishing, advertising, and

corporate communications, including having run his own marketing

and creative services company for seventeen years, represents a

substantial professional background. One that effectively supports

his role as 2B Worldwide’s Communications Architecture Director.

His strategic vision, together with his pragmatic disciplines,

enables him to effectively interpret business challenges to deliver

innovative communication programs that help 2B clients lead

rather than follow.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE:

ARVIDA

THE BEACON COUNCIL

CEDARS MEDICAL CENTER

FLORIDA DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION

MEGA CAP MUTUAL FUNDS

MCARTHUR DAIRY

PEPSI

REPUBLIC INTERNATIONAL BANK

RYDER SYSTEMS

SIMMONS OPTICAL

ULECTRA

WELLCRAFT

WINDMERE
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Alec is charged with helping 2B Worldwide clients optimize and align

their people, processes, technology, and information. In short, how best

to leverage IT capabilities for maximum technology investment returns.

As an entrepreneur who founded his own enterprise software develop-

ment firm, Alec understands both the technical and business aspects of

IT, bringing the competitive value 2B clients seek. In leading the firm’s

Intelligence Management services, his efforts and skills bring the value

of Business Component Integration (BCI) to life through the connectivity

that intelligently applied IT provides. 

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE:

3M

AMERICATEL

AVINA GROUP

EXTENDED STAYAMERICA

GM

HUIZENGA HOLDINGS

IBM

MARCOM

MICROSOFT

NATIONS RENT

THE SPORTS AUTHORITY

UNITED WAY
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Nathalie is a creative, dedicated advertising and marketing professional

with more than 14 years of experience assessing and fulfilling the needs

of blue-chip companies. Having worked in Europe and the U.S., she

brings a valued international perspective to her role as 2B Worldwide’s

Client Relations Director. Being an innovative thinker, highly organized,

and relationship driven, Nathalie answers client needs with the ability

to interpret and act as a seamless function – a key ability enabling 2B

to consistently deliver impactful solutions on time, and within budget.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE:

ASPEN SPA MANAGEMENT

CHAUSSURES AESCHBACH

CITY OF GENEVA

DELL COMPUTER

ILLUSTRÉ AND L’HEBDO MAGAZINES

INTERNATIONAL LABOR OFFICE

MANPOWER

SUPRA INSURANCE

WEIGHT WATCHERS
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Richard has received more than 100 awards, including seven Emmys,

for creative design and direction. As a past president of the Broadcast

Designers Association, he has made significant contributions to the

international creative community. In his role as 2B Worldwide’s Creative

Director, he applies his expertise to interpret strategic objectives into

highly effective advertising and design solutions – solutions that help

2B clients rise above the common place clutter. From concept development

to execution, Richard oversees every step of the creative and production

process ensuring the integrity and cohesiveness of every

campaign component.

CORPORATE EXPERIENCE:

AMERICA ONLINE

AT&T

CAMBRIDGE HEART

CONCERTO SOFTWARE

DDJ CAPITAL MANAGEMENT

DISCOVERY CHANNEL

FIDELITY INVESTMENTS

GILLETTE

HEWLETT-PACKARD

LOTUS

MSNBC

REUTERS
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Mr. George Coulter

Former CIO
Citibank

Mr. Mario Dubovoy

Former CEO
CIE, USA

Ms. Michelle Legacy

Director, Retail
Customer Marketing
Coca-Cola, N.A.

Mr. Philippe Houdard

Director
Concerto Software

Mr. Al Verderosa

Former President
Grumman Aerospace
and Electronics

Mr. Peter Taylor

Attorney at Law
Deloitte and Touché

Combining diverse perspectives and records of success

2B Worldwide is privileged to benefit from the experience

and guidance of our exceptional board of advisors.
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We’re just like you...

We’re much more than a “digital message.” We’re real people

who thrive on challenge and co-operative success. Contact us...

Get to know us, and see how we can help your company

go beyond incremental change, to breakthrough performance.

Address / Phones / Email / www:

2B Worldwide

560 Lincoln Road

Suite 301

Miami Beach, Florida 33139

Tel 305.695.8222

Fax 305.695.8280

info@2Bworldwide.com

www.2BWorldwide.com
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Coming from:   North

(North Miami, Fort Lauderdale,
Boca Raton, Palm Beach)

Take I-95 south.

Get off 1-95 at exit 2D (395, Beaches). Continue on 395 past port of

Miami (on right), then stay in left lane over bridge. This lane will exit

at “907 North, Alton Road, Ramp Only.”

Stay on Alton Road (you will be going north). Turn right at 17th Street.

At Convention Center Drive, turn right into parking garage. As you

enter the garage, you will be headed south. Park, and walk out of

the garage’s east side.

Walk south on the east side of the garage (on Pennsylvania Ave.).

You will come to Lincoln Road, which is a wide pedestrian way.

Our offices are located above the Cafeteria restaurant, which will be

ahead of you on the corner of Lincoln Road and Pennsylvania Ave.

The entrance to our office building is located on Pennsylvania just past

the Cafeteria restaurant. Use the front door key pad for entry. 

Welcome!
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Coming from:   West

(West Miami, Miami International Airport)

From west of the airport, take the Palmetto (826) to the Dolphin

Expressway (836 East). From the airport, follow signs to “Beaches”

which will get you on the Dolphin Expressway (836 East).

Stay on the 836 East, it turns into 395. Continue on 395 past port

of Miami (on right), then stay in left lane over bridge. This will exit at

“907 North, Alton Road, Ramp Only.” Stay on Alton Road (you will

be going north). Turn right at 17th Street.

At Convention Center Drive, turn right into parking garage. As you

enter the garage, you will be headed south. Park, and walk out of

the garage’s east side.

Walk south on the east side of the garage (on Pennsylvania Ave.).

You will come to Lincoln Road, which is a wide pedestrian way.

Our offices are located above the Cafeteria restaurant, which will be

ahead of you on the corner of Lincoln Road and Pennsylvania Ave.

The entrance to our office building is located on Pennsylvania just past

the Cafeteria restaurant. Use the front door key pad for entry.

Welcome!
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Coming from:   South

(South Miami, Coconut Grove, Coral Gables)

Take US 1 north running into I-95. Take I-95 and get off at exit 5

(395, Beaches).

Continue on 395 past port of Miami (on right), then stay in left lane

over bridge. This will exit at “907 North, Alton Road, Ramp Only.”

Stay on Alton Road (you will be going north). Turn right at 17th Street.

At Convention Center Drive, turn right into parking garage. As you

enter the garage, you will be headed south. Park, and walk out of

the garage’s east side.

Walk south on the east side of the garage (on Pennsylvania Ave.).

You will come to Lincoln Road, which is a wide pedestrian way.

Our offices are located above the Cafeteria restaurant, which will be

ahead of you on the corner of Lincoln Road and Pennsylvania Ave.

The entrance to our office building is located on Pennsylvania just past

the Cafeteria restaurant. Use the front door key pad for entry. 

Welcome!
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